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About This Game

Pingball Ultra is an online multiplayer action game based on popular timeless classic: Pong.
Defeat your opponent by force or use strategic debuffs to flip their controls, make them smaller or blind them.

Game is very simple, no learning curve.
Play versus random players or challenge your friends.
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That looks very nice. You must buy this awesome Outfit!. The real airplanes had auto pilots and the one on this model works.
(no auto approach capability). The left panel has no ILS instrument so you can't even shoot a manual ILS. The real airplane had
this capability. You are left with only a visual approach which is quite difficult. I would not recommend this airplane and will
send it to the back of my hangar along with the F-106.. Projectiles from off-camera behind you make this game quite
frustrating, no matter how good your reflexes, if you can't see the bullet, you can't dodge it.

The game is not bad, but always having one eye on the radar and off the action to avoid surprise instant damage seems out of
place for a fast paced bullet-hell shooter. Maybe some sort of warrning system that lets you know when an enemy behind you
starts shooting, anything other than having to constantly look at the radar litterally every second.. As a whole the package is a
failure. There are a great number of resources, but those resources in many cases are small variations of the same item. As an
example you have a spinning item. Each of the images of the spinning item are individual images, but also available in a PSD
file (Crysyal Gems). This increases the overall number of images in the set inflating the number dramatically. The Crystal Gems
are nearly 1500 images in all.
Even the items I would find use for are useless to me becuase of the size of the original images. You can only shrink an image
so much before it no longer becomes useful.
If I were making a top down tank shooter or space arcade game (over 3,000 ship parts) then this set would certainly be useful,
but as is I believe the bundle is trying to be too much, to too many at one time. Attempting to cater to many but serving very
few.. Amazing first time I've played a game and thought it was worth loads more. It's got quality about it too.I hope they keep
improving it. If you're planning on buying Aurum, buy these packs first. You get more for your money. Also, don't buy the
cache keys... trade the Aurum for MoF and use that to buy the stuff from the chest in the AH. I made the mistake of buying
cache keys and lost a lot of profit.. Ugh.

Looked like it had promise - some kind of updated, re-imagined
Project: Space Station.

Nope.

100% garbage.

Don't waste your money.

I've requested a refund.
. Stop whatever you are doing and buy this game!! The atmosphere and sense of presence are second to none and the action is
beyond intense. Games like this are why I know VR is more than just a fad. Play this game with a bit of Bob Marley in your
system and you are truly transported to another dimension. Thank you devs for this amazing VR gift! :-)
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Fairly short with atleast 1 hour of gameplay if you intend to get all 9 endings.
The CG for the game is well done and the music used fits the atmosphere pretty damn well.
The dialogue is great, when it's funny it's funny, when it's serious it's it's serious, when its threatening it's threatening. You get
the point.

The endings are not all related and (Idk whether this is a spoiler or not)  there is not really any fixed imposter  which gives quite
abit of replayability to view the other endings.
Most of them involve death or are just plain depressing, either that or they pull a M Night Shamalan grade plot twist.
I think there was probably only one ending where everything was "settled peacefully".

Overall 8/10
No issues with the game, short and sweet and completely free.

Wish they had some kind of secret ending though. A fun and addicting little puzzle game. It's not particularly difficult but it can
challenge your ability to recognize patterns. The gameplay is simple: make squares\/rectangles where all 4 corners are the same
color blocks to clear them and gain points.

If you're looking for a simple pick up and play puzzle game akin to bejeweled this might be a good pick for you.. To be honest,
it took a long while for this game to click with me. I went through the opening acts unfamiliar with the battle system and
skeptical about the way the story was being told, and it was actually hard to tell if I was enjoying the game or not. But the
further I played, the more I grew invested in the story and characters. And after reaching the finale, I can confidently say just
how genius Underhero is.

Gameplay-wise, Underhero is solid. The platforming is honestly pretty mundane, but it fills time much better than the plain old
walking you'd be doing between battles in most RPGs. The rhythm-and-not-quite-turn-based battle system absolutely takes some
getting used to, but it's fun and satisfying once you've learned it. The boss fights were especially fun, with the setup you had to
do before attacking your opponent. Overall, it's definitely a fun game to play.

But the real fun comes from the game's personality. The graphics are delightful, and the characters are some of the most
entertaining I've ever seen. Elizabeth in particular was a huge pleasant surprise for me. I was expecting her to be disastrously
similar to Kersti from Paper Mario Sticker Star, given her status as a royal companion to the hero. Yes, she gets naggy
sometimes, but she's far more complex than that. Travelling with her was a pleasure and never felt like a chore, and she always
felt like a true companion. And the game is full of other characters just as enjoyable as her.

Underhero's story, though, totally steals the show. This game has, without a doubt, one of the most ingenious stories I've ever
experienced. On the surface, it seems like a typical satire, full of tired metafictional elements and jokes, but by the endgame
some of the things that happen caught me completely off-guard, and used the genre in ways I've genuinely never seen before. 
Stitches' relationship with his followers and Puzzle Man's complete out of nowhere reveal were some of the many things that
truly cemented my love for this game.

The game's music is also incredible, using a really neat combination of orchestra, synth, and whatnot that reminds me of the
early Paper Mario games. Combined with the colorful graphics and quirky character designs, it gives the game a bright and fun
presentation that hides the dark undertones the story holds.

I will say that the game definitely feels rough around the edges. The physics can be a bit wonky sometimes, making navigation
of more complicated areas more of a chore. I also found a few grammatical errors here and there. And while we're talking about
negatives, I did find some parts of the game tedious, particularly the jungle and parts of the mansion that required running
around looking for stuff for a long while. Also, I'd say my biggest complaint is that battles are often far too slow. Enemies have
tons of health, and waiting for them to reveal their weakpoints can be agonizing sometimes.

But none of that should scare you away. Underhero is a charming and colorful game with one of the most brilliant stories I've
ever seen, and once you get used to the gameplay it's an absolute joy of an experience. It's sad that this is another fantastic indie
game that currently really isn't getting the attention that it deserves. Hopefully more people will find out about this wonderful
game in the near future, and I'm very excited to see what the folks at Paper Castle have in store for us next.. STACK IT UP
STACK IT UP STACK IT UP STACK IT UPSTACK IT UP STACK IT UPSTACK IT UP STACK IT UPSTACK IT UP
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STACK IT UPSTACK IT UP STACK IT UP

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 wrong chant. Story 10\/10
visual 10\/10
sound 10\/10
Gameplay 8\/10

The only things that I don't like is some of the mini game that I have to play during class trial, but overall this game is
masterpiece. one of the fasest trains ever
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